













and strategies.  It  seems  timely and  fitting,  therefore,  that we need a new examination of  the contemporary 
world of design. This assessment of contemporary design  is apposite given that we currently  inhabit a world 






crisis  sees  nearly  2.5  billion  people  on  our  planet  living  in  abject  poverty  (UNHDR,  2007).  There  have  been 
many  successes  at  lifting  people  out  of  poverty,  but  this  figure  has  not  changed  much  over  the  past  few 












constantly  shifting,  creating,  contesting  and  negotiating  new  terrains  of  opportunities  and  re‐shaping  the 











before  is  through  late‐night  television  infomercials  that  are  populated  with  transformational  products  and 
processes  dramatised  by  before  and  after  images  of  magically  transfigured  people.  Similarly,  prime  time 
television is increasingly full of competitions to transform the most bodily, spatially, socially, anti‐socially, and 










images  of  rejuvenation  they  transport  graphic  design  from  a  means  of  reification  to  almost  miraculous 
deification. Design is not only designing the transformational products, which are not the real product of the 
infomercials. The real product  is the body that  is being designed, confirming Joanne Finkelstein’s proposition 





Once upon  a  time  it was  commonplace  that  designers would  routinely write manifestos  and  sign up  to  far‐
reaching and ambitious charters. A famous example  is the Munich Design Charter of 1990 where the likes of 
Dieter Rams, Ettore Sottsass, Javier Mariscal, Andrea Branzi, Daniel Weil, Ezio Manzini, Alberto Meda, Philipp 


















glad  for  the  renewed exploration of  his  influential  product  design, was  in  fact  ridiculing  Ive’s  derivation. He 
seemed to be asking ‐ if all Apple could do that was different was get people to queue ‐ then how is that good 
design? Considering Rams’ possible experience of Germany at the time of his birth, getting people to  line up 
could  never  be  good  design.  The  irony  in  Rams  comment  makes  apparent  the  shallowness  of  applauding 
Apple’s derivative products. But derivation, always such a pejorative term in design parlance, now seems to be 
sanctified  (it  earned  Ive  a  Knighthood).  And  it  occurs  at  a  significant  time.  The  downgrade  of  the  financial 
stocks of designers  coincides with  the  ‘financialisation’ of  the global economy  that has  turned all  exchanges 
into a product the financial sector dubbed the derivative. Even financial experts seem unable to describe what 












The  ecology  of  the  idea  –  in  the  era  of  infinite  perspectives  ideas  have  no  place. With  the  introduction of 
digital  technologies,  not  only  in  the  area  of  design,  but  also  in  the  traditional  ways  of  manufacture  and 








in design; an approach  that privileges action before words. Moreover, we believe  (like David Pye  (1978) has 










are  unable  to  provide  an  adequate  and  complete  description  of  the  context  we  are  dealing  with  in  the 
contemporary world. The fields of the contexts we need to deal with in the modern designed world cannot be 
described and dealt with in an objective fashion in the same way as say scientific and mathematics problems 









off  the  ground,  and  its  failure  brought  with  it  the  awareness  that  liberating  society  from  work  by  new 
technologies  was  illusory.  This  sobering  moment  in  the  history  of  design  hasn’t  stopped  the  periodic 
pronouncement of  the advent of mass creativity and  liberation from traditional  forms of work, as  typified  in 
concepts  like  the Whole  Earth  Catalogue,  or  exemplified  by  the  dot‐com  dream,  or Web  2.0,  or  the  digital 
superhighway, or  the codification of  the creative  industries, or  social networking, or  social enterprise.. All of 
these predictions  failed  to  learn  from  the Global Tools experiment. Global Tools explored  the  links between 
creativity and technology to liberate a society enslaved to work. However, it appears these days creativity and 





too,  has  refocused  its  lens  to  privilege  ideas over  aesthetics.  As  such,  today,  design  can be  anything. Bruno 
Latour famously claimed that: “…design has been expanding ferociously from the design of objects that we use 
on a daily basis  to  cities,  landscapes,  nations,  cultures,  bodies,  genes,  political  systems,  the way we produce 












apps  and  virtual  buttons  that  remind  us  how  busy  we  are  (or  need  to  be),  where  we  are,  and  how many 
calories we are burning. Yet the majority of these interactions are all a bit one‐sided. Slavoj Žižek has coined 
the  term  “interpassivity”  to  describe  this  pseudo‐exchange  (Žižek,  1997).  In  Žižek’s  view,  interactive  objects 





euphemism  for  simply  being  deprived  of  it?  Is  all  of  this  so‐called  interactivity  not  interpassivity?  Truly 
innovative design requires a consequential and meaningful exchange that stimulates, provokes or questions its 
audience.  Only  then  can  design  redeem  itself  from  the  ubiquity  of  thoughtless mechanical  interaction,  and 





the human debris  that  litters the universe,  junk‐space  is  the residue mankind  leaves on the planet.” Koolhaas 
provocatively declares that the environment we have created , a product of the modern project, is not full with 
wonderful examples of modern architecture but Junkspace. Junkspace is what remains after modernization has 
run  its  course.  Modernization  had  a  rational  program  ‐  to  share  the  blessings  of  science,  universally,  but 
Junkspace is its apotheosis. One can already witness the remains of Junkspace in the making with the decline of 
retail shopping and the rise in online shopping. Online shopping figures will soon surpass retail shopping and 
once  giant  shopping malls will  inevitably  become  steel  and  glass  dinosaurs.  Casinos will  also  be  transferred 
online,  if  they  haven’t  already  done  so. We will  then  be  left with  giant  carcasses  of  buildings  that  have  no 
purpose,  they will be nothing but  Junkspace  left on our planet.  Junkspace  is a cautionary  tale  for us all.  Like 
Koolhaas,  Franco Berardi,  aka  "Bifo"  informs us  (see  Zzz…)  that we have  created a world  that  is  seriously  ill 
prepared to deal with the mounting environmental, social, economic, and spiritual crises we face because we 











a  method  for  finding  out  how  little  we  know  will  become  clear  to  us  as  well.  Kenya  Hara  believes  that 
comprehension  and  recognition  of  the  unknown  is  a  necessary  for  the  beginning  of  any  design  project. 
Exformation should be considered the direct opposite to the familiar information, meaning exploration of the 
unknown.  Hara  emphasizes  how  our  lives  are  full  of wonders  and  the  unknown,  and  as  a  race we  need  to 
constantly  wake  up  and  consider  new  perspectives.  He  believes  that  “known”  and  “understood”  are  both 






















love  (in,  over,  lost  etc…),  it  is  not  too much of  a  stretch  to  conclude  that  virtually  very  sentence written or 
spoken about design  includes the word modern, and/or  its synonyms (new,  innovative, cool, etc…). After all, 
design is generally only concerned with what‐might‐become., not what‐is and even less interested in what‐was. 
So modern makes  its way  into  the design dialogue  to  illustrate how both design and designers are ahead of 
trends, needs, desires etc… But modern also describes a project that design signed up to when it was realized 
that  change was  taking place  and was beginning  to  transform  the world.  The project  of  change proposed  a 
perfect question for young design – what type of world do we want? The answer to this question became the 





claim to the  infinitely possible, and  it demands that we be  infinitely responsible. Not surprisingly, design has 




Whereas once none of us were  involved  in the production of anything,  it was nothing to  imagine consuming 
everything.  Now,  courtesy  of  the  digital,  we  are  all  involved  in  the  project  of  producing  nothing,  but  that 
‘nothing’ is consuming every imagining. Instead of projecting ‘what‐might‐become’, the digital is producing the 
design of an  ‘other’ world where the project  is  to archive  ‘what‐was’. And  it  is  taking more and more of our 
time to produce and consume this project. Once upon a time design was a serious project, and that project was 










the  company  received  200,000  applications  for  crew  (John,  2013).  Prior  to  this  one‐way  odyssey  the  space 
program  has  been  designed  for  return  and  the  need  to  orbit  is  the  starting  point.  For  example,  the 
international  space  station  is  in  stationary  orbit.  Also,  the  global  flow  of  capital  plus  the  military, 
communications, and entertainment industries are entirely dependent on orbiting satellites. Before Mars One 








eloquently convinced us of  this  ridiculous notion  in his wonderful book The Nature and Aesthetics of Design 
(Pye,  1978). We  are  exposed  to  the  products,  systems,  services,  and  spaces  of  design  all  day  long.  There  is 
hardly anything in our daily lives that has not been designed. However, most of these useful things do useless 
things that no one wants them to do. For example, who wants a car that gets too hot? Or a car that regularly 
wears  out  its  tyres?  Or  a  car  that makes  a  noise  and  smells?  As  Pye  suggests:  “The  concept  of  function  in 
design… might be worth a  little attention  if  things ever worked.  It  is, however, obvious that they do not.” He 
goes on:  “Nothing we design or make ever  really works. We can always  say what  it ought  to do, but  that  it 
never does.” Planes occasionally  fail, our computers crash  regularly, our  trains break down, our dinner  table 






The  idea  and  practice  of  the  everyday  is  now  a  vast  field  of  scholarship  rescued  from  almost  obscurity  by 
French sociologists and with its recovery the word quotidian came back into usage. When used now it implies 
commonplace,  ordinary,  and  humdrum  daily  travails.  Quotidian  does  not  appear  to  apply  to  uncommon, 
abnormal, and exciting daily happenings. The difference reveals an historic paradox in the activities of design, 
for  so  long  applied  to  make  the  common  uncommon,  and  the  normal  different  and  it  caused  design  real 
anxiety. As early as 1964 in his First Things First text Ken Garland questioned why we applaud “…the work of 
those who have flogged their skill and imagination to sell such things as cat food, stomach powders, detergent, 
hair  restorer,  striped  toothpaste,  aftershave  lotion,  beforeshave  lotion,  slimming  diets,  fattening  diets, 
deodorants, fizzy water, cigarettes, roll‐ons, pull‐ons and slip‐ons” (Garland, 1964). Reprised in 2000 to protest 
the  same  anxieties  the  second  manifesto  questioned  why  design  was  “…helping  draft  a  reductive  and 












produced by designers  for  free  in  the hope they will make their money back  in royalties. Only  the  lucky  few 






the British designer  Ilse Crawford puts  it:  “Designers often end up being voluntary workers  for millionaires.” 
The  demise  of  royalty  income  streams  for  designers  comes  at  a  time when  there  is  an  enormous  boom  in 
design  festivals  across  Europe,  Asia,  the  Americas,  and  Australasia.  Globalisation  and  the  digitisation  of 
designed goods and services have resulted in a plethora of offerings but in turn have led to a reduction in the 












signatory  to  the  “The  Munich  Design  Charter,”  Rams  knows  design’s  responsibilities  in  all  parts  of 
contemporary life. Rams knows that design must concern itself with “…economy as well as ecology, with traffic 
and communication, with products and services, with technology and innovation, with culture and civilization, 
with  sociological,  psychological, medical,  physical,  environmental,  and  political  issues,  and with  all  forms  of 
social organization.” It is unfortunate and depressing that, now, 20 years later Rams needs to remind us again 




In  Bern,  Switzerland,  in  1969  Harold  Szeemann  produced  the  exhibition  “When  Attitudes  Become  Form” 








in  the  Bauhaus  creativity  applied  to  any medium produced  invention  (that  eventually  became  just  novelty). 
Superseding  the  modern  was  the  post‐modern  where  ‘critical  attitude’  replaced  creativity,  but  rapidly 
degenerated  into  artistic  ‘pose’,  and  simply  required  a  ‘signifying  practice’  to  convey  its  form  in  a  soup  of 
referentiality and replication. With the loss of talent and skill as the origins of practice, and due to the Bauhaus 
imprint,  creativity  has  been  universally  applied  to  any  medium.  And  because  the  digital  is  now  a  cosmic 
accelerating medium, everyone is a producer in a world in which the relationship between talent to making has 







together  in  unprecedented  numbers  and  proximity.  And  the  project  of  being  together  in  this  urbanised 
scenario is driving us to change the entire terrain of thought and action about design. Where once ideas drove 
change, change now appears to be split between two projects whose temporal dimensions govern the notion 

















of the  line]...” He [the student] will work hard all his  life, but he doesn't make it  [he stops half way].  It's very 




that',  that's  the reality.  It's  the only reality we have. We say that we are creative. Like this...  like this...  [Mari 
scribbles on the blackboard]... We produce the nothingness... The shit with the word creativity.” Mari reserves 
some of his more  stinging criticism  for  the annual  lavish Milan Furniture Fair when he says: “The Salone del 
Mobile is standing on a word that I think is the gate of hell – ‘creativity’. All of these idiots decide to make the 
creative world. What  is the problem today? Everyone  is  looking to patent something ‐ a spider, an ant run, a 
fart, only to have his five minutes of advertising in total ignorance. But the problem today is to eliminate 99% of 








where  contestants won on‐going participation,  immunity,  lifelines,  and other  ruses  resulting  first  in winning 
opportunities, then eventually just winning celebrity.  What television first called reality TV – scenes captured 

















paradoxically  relaxing and exciting, exotic and  familiar –  the usual  stuff. Already each year 1.5 billion people 
travel  by  aeroplane with  approximately  four million people  in  the air  on any one day,  so  the  love all  things 
foreign  is not calling  for  the design of more resorts,  in all probability we might already be  in a  resort  that  is 
called  design.  And  if  we  are  now  in  our  own  ‘design  resort’,  and  apparently  comfortable  in  it,  perhaps we 
should be concerned whether design might still be able to illustrate possible scenarios for getting back to the 
future we know we have to face. That is if we admit to concern about the future—and not the future that is the 
usual  tele‐visual  stuff  of  gorgeous or  apocalyptic  images;  technological  redemption or  drowning damnation; 




Beatrice  Colomina  wrote  recently  “Architecture  pedagogy  has  become  stale.  Schools  spin  old  wheels  as  if 
something is happening but so little is going on. Students wait for a sense of activist engagement with a rapidly 
evolving world  but  graduate  before  it  happens.”  (Colomina  et  al.,  2012).  Being  young  and undergoing  some 
form of design education is now more a test of patience than ability to  learn. Much has been said about the 
young,  their  impatience,  their disregard  for history,  their obsession with  the digital  archive of  the here‐and‐
now (implying carelessness for a future), and their sense of entitlement whenever they engage with the world. 
So having  to commit years  to  learn something  is  for most students unbelievable. Disappointingly  for anyone 
inside  design  education  it  is  not  that  hard  to  believe  Schools  spinning  their  wheels  for  years.  And  if  both 
student  and  institution  confront  the  learning  experience  in  diverging  time  zones,  can  a  sense  of  activist 
engagement unite them? The answer is obvious but not straightforward. It is obvious there is no time to waste 
engaging  with  the  problems  of  global  stewardship,  but  it  is  clear  that  young  designers  will  configure  their 









finite  physical  resources  of  the  planet when  the  Club  of  Rome  commissioned The  Limits  to Growth  over  40 
years ago in 1972 (Meadows et al., 1972). Now, we have created a world that is seriously unprepared to deal 
with  the mounting  crises we  face  such  as  environmental,  social,  economic,  and  spiritual  issues  because we 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using banks and driving motorcars. 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Australia,  the 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